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Abstract 

Healthcare processes are complex and highly variable from day to day. Healthcare process 
execution can be affected by any participant in a process, including clinicians, the patient, and 
the patient’s family, as well as by environmental factors such as clinician, staff, facility and 
equipment availability, and patient clinical status. However, there are no solutions that enable 
computer support for a process to address the full complexity and variability of healthcare 
processes. We have re-conceptualized workflow and developed an innovative process 
representation and execution framework based on concepts from software engineering, machine 
learning, complexity, and database management. This new framework frees processes to track 
human behavior, thereby releasing us from the constraints of past methods.  

Introduction 

Many of our existing computer-based systems and applications, by their very nature, tightly 
constrain human behavior. However, for a brief phase, during the set-up and implementation of a 
system, a degree of adaptation to the local environment is usually possible in most systems. 
Unfortunately, once this adaptation has been implemented, it effectively freezes the work 
processes into a state that is virtually invariant, thereby frustrating our need to adapt to changing 
situations. Over the last few years there has been increasing recognition of the importance of the 
requirement for the support of flexible, adaptable processes if systems are to be truly successful 
and address the needs of their users. In particular, it has become clear that systems must 
synergistically align with and support the constantly varying nature of human workflow. In this 
article we will use the terms ‘workflow’ and ‘processes’ interchangeably, as well as considering 
clinical and operational processes similarly. 

Furthermore, while it is recognized that healthcare processes are complex, little has been written 
about the fact that health care satisfies the formal definition of a complex system, exhibiting 
characteristics such as having many interacting agents and objects whose behavior is affected by 
feedback and that adapt to their histories, a system that is influenced by its environment, that 
appears to be ‘alive’ as it evolves, that exhibits emergent phenomena that arise without a central 
controller, and a ‘system’ that comprises a complex mix of ordered and disordered behavior, 
with parts acting at the edge of chaos [1]. Although much has been done on the representation of 
workflow in business settings, the representation of workflow in highly dynamic settings, like 
health care remains a challenge. 
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Complex dynamic environments are characteristic of health care. They typically involve 
considerable human interaction resulting in a high degree of variability. Healthcare settings have 
many decision makers, kinds of decisions, events and a multitude of reactive, subsidiary 
workflows that often require a quick revision of the course of action. Operational and treatment 
protocols attempt to regularize workflow, but the needs of care, the great variety of situations 
and individuals’ decisions, the exigencies of the moment (such as equipment failure or medical 
emergency), and the nature of human beings frustrate attempts at regularization, often resulting 
in protocols being labeled as ‘rigid’ or ‘cookbook medicine’ and hence are often abandoned. 
While event sequences in healthcare processes may abide by loose constraints, they are largely 
non-deterministic. Therefore, it is difficult, if not impossible, to prescribe healthcare workflow 
fully. Instead, workflow must be dynamic, self-adapting and evolving at execution-time to match 
the dynamicity of the environment. 

Traditional workflow representation and execution technology, by its very static nature, supports 
a finite set of scenarios. In fact, traditional workflow is understood to support, at best, the union 
of atomic workflow patterns described by van der Aalst [2]. Available workflow platforms that 
support these patterns are often incomplete, unsatisfactory, or even non-existent. In fact, no 
single commercial product supports all listed patterns, let alone the dynamicity we describe [2]. 

There are also adaptive case management systems [26] where, in a healthcare setting, everything 
that happens to a patient such as history documentation, related documents and test results is 
collected in a case folder and then managed centrally by one individual. This person then 
forwards the case to the next person for review, approval and the possible addition of 
information because of investigations or actions performed. Such a system is dynamic in that the 
current manager of the case folder can decide the next step in the workflow. The workflow is 
implicit in that it is represented by and in the time sequence of the documents. However, 
workflow can be inferred and can be mined or manipulated. 

In contrast, we have developed a new architecture and implementation for representing 
and guiding healthcare processes based on earlier work by Jackson and Twaddle [4]. This 
new approach is able to address workflow variability and complexity by describing 
workflow explicitly in the context of entity-relationship (E-R) models. This work has 
provided enhanced ability to model and guide human behavior, minimizing the need to 
constrain it. An early version of the approach is described in [15]. 

An Example of Complex Dynamic Workflow – Diagnostic Imaging 

To illustrate the complexity and dynamic nature of workflow in a healthcare setting, such as a 
hospital, consider the sequence of processes in a diagnostic imaging (DI) department where 
many different types of images are produced (CT, X-ray, MRI,…). It is possible to describe a 
standard set of steps that define the basic workflow in the DI department. A somewhat 
abbreviated version of these steps follows in Table 1. 

This group of 11 steps might be described as the ideal workflow for a DI department in which an 
entity (the patient) enters the department and proceeds through the examinations without 
interruption. The group of 11 steps is called a ‘Lifecycle’ for the patient entity. Each step in a 
Lifecycle is called a ‘Stage’ and each Stage can consist of one or more ’Services’ or ’Tasks.’ For 
example, step 6, the preparation stage, may comprise several tasks as the patient is readied for 
the actual imaging stage. Tasks within a stage generally have pre- or post-conditions; for 
example, a patient will not normally undergo a procedure until the correct paper work has 
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arrived. Note that preparing and forwarding paper work is part of another lifecycle involving a 
different entity, namely, the ordering physician, and, normally, step 4 will not occur until the 
paper work has arrived. Thus, tasks in one lifecycle can be dependent on tasks in another 
lifecycle. 

1. Order a diagnostic examination – a physician or some other health professional 
has decided that imaging is required to understand the patient’s anatomy. 

2. Patient arrives at the DI department. 
3. Patient is received. 
4. Patient identity is verified against the order and received ID for the DI 

department. 
5. Patient goes to an imaging suite (CT, X-ray, MRI,…). 
6. Patient is prepared for the procedure (tested for allergy, injected with dye, 

protected by lead apron,…). 
7. Patient goes into the imaging suite and is imaged and eventually leaves. 
8. Images are reviewed to determine if adequate for diagnostic purposes. 
9. Images sent to diagnostician (normal or emergency processing). 
10. Report created and report and images filed together. 
11. Patient is released from DI department. 

 

Table 1: Basic Workflow in a Diagnostic Imaging Department 

There can also be many reasons why stages or tasks might be skipped. Departments in a 
healthcare setting are limited by resources, often creating the need for dynamic changes in the 
departmental workflow. For example, equipment might need repair, the pre-conditions for a DI 
session may not be met or an emergency may occur at any time. We provide a few detailed 
examples in an attempt to illustrate the complexity of the workflow that might occur.   

In step 1, the patient is suffering from severe trauma (emergency) owing to an accident, so there 
may not be time to complete the initial paper work. The patient, in this case, may go directly to 
step 7, as it has been judged that there is no time for normal prep. Since DI departments are 
resource-limited, this emergency would have side effects as it could impact the entire schedule 
within DI and could force less critical cases to be returned to their ward and be rescheduled to 
another day. Normally there is a pre-condition for a DI examination, namely, that the paper work 
is complete; in this case, because of the emergency, the pre-condition would be skipped and the 
initial paper work would come later. 

In step 3, the patient arrives, but there is no accompanying order (paper or electronic order pre-
condition). Does the patient wait while the order is found or the ordering physician is located, or 
is the patient released from the DI department and returned to his or her ward or sent home? The 
decision made in this case can also impact the DI schedule. 

In step 5, the patient is scheduled for imaging using certain equipment. However, the equipment 
needs maintenance. Does the patient wait until another equivalent system is available or is he/she 
returned to his/her room or told to return another day? 

Once a patient arrives in step 2, medical records could indicate that the examination has been 
preceded by another (a pre-condition task that needs to be verified) and that the second exam 
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should not be done. For example, a gastrointestinal study using Barium will make it impossible 
to do other exams, like a lymphogram, for several days. Thus the patient must be rescheduled. 

In each of these cases the workflow has the potential to be quite complex and highly dynamic 
because of the many uncontrollable factors from both outside and inside the DI department. In 
fact, each of the examples could be more complicated than illustrated as the factors used here 
could compound. The objective has been to illustrate the complexity of just one unit in an 
organization to show the inherent complexity of healthcare workflow. 

On the Concept of Dynamic Workflow:  

Now that the need for ‘dynamic workflow’ has been illustrated, we should provide a general 
model of its meaning. First, we distinguish the notion of a Workflow Scenario (the real-world 
environment and processes; what is actually happening) from a Workflow Application (the 
computer-encoded form of a workflow scenario; a computer model of reality). 

By separating application from scenario, we can see that workflow scenarios range from static at 
one extreme to dynamic at the other. In static scenarios, all instances of scenario execution are 
substantially similar, both in terms of the work performed (the goals: “what” and “why”) and the 
specifics involved (the context: “who,” “when,” “where” and “how”).  In dynamic scenarios, on 
the other hand, each instance of scenario execution addresses the same work goals, but, as can be 
seen from the diagnostic imaging example, the context varies from instance to instance. A 
workflow scenario is (highly) dynamic when there is a (high) degree of instance-to-instance 
variability and unpredictability (in tasks, sequence, actors, etc.) to achieve the same goal. In our 
diagnostic imaging example, the aim is to produce an image, although the path to obtaining the 
image may vary significantly. 

Traditional workflow technologies adequately support classic ‘prescribed’/pre-defined workflow 
applications: workflow is prescribed at design-time to model a static scenario that, at run-time, is 
supported by the prescribed workflow application. Dynamic workflow applications, on the other 
hand, must dynamically assemble the workflow at run-time, in response to the dynamic scenario 
being modeled. To rationalize the workflow problem space further, we note that workflow 
applications can also be viewed as proactive and retroactive, where these two concepts are 
closely related to static and dynamic workflow. 

In proactive workflow, the workflow application guides scenario execution, and the application 
relies on design-time completeness for run-time efficacy. Anything undefined at design-time 
becomes a run-time exception, which might be dealt with by an action such as consulting a 
manager. Processing forms for insurance applications or claims would be an example; an 
exception or consultation might occur if a piece of information or a document is missing. 

In retroactive workflow the reverse is true; the workflow application is retroactively realized 
from scenario execution; the workflow is captured from the actual tasks and their sequencing. 
Capturing the workflow requires recording the current step followed by the next step in the 
scenario sequence until the scenario is complete. This recording can be manual, but technologies 
such as RFID tags can be used in dynamic situations such as a DI department to automate the 
process of capturing the workflow. Once workflow is captured it could be mined to: 

 do an analysis of the department work or drive a simulation to visualize and improve 
current processes or  
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 create a semi-automated guideline for workflow that can prompt and assist the staff as a 
patient is processed through the DI suite. 

Note that the mining can be static or dynamic. The workflow could be mined periodically or 
continuously. Continuous mining would lead to guidelines that are being improved in real-time, 
which should provide almost instantaneous improvement in the workflow guidelines. Continuous 
mining could also allow an ad-hoc process to be matched to an existing guideline, to provide 
improved decision support or even to provide early warning for ‘bad’ workflow paths. 

In order to clarify the concept of dynamic workflow further, consider the following issues: 

(1) static/prescribed workflows are characteristic of many commercial processes: the 
workflow (e.g., actions, actors and sequencing) can be almost completely described and 
the pre-defined workflow will be executed similarly for each occurrence of a transaction; 

(2) static workflows are easy to represent and execute as they have few variations and no 
unpredicted exceptions; 

(3) dynamic workflows, characteristic of health care, will adapt and vary according to the 
situation and, although there are instance-to-instance similarities, the sequence of actions, 
the facilities/equipment used, and the agents participating will change in response to 
activities such as an emergency, the patient’s clinical state or response or clinician intra-
workflow insights; 

(4) dynamic workflows are challenging to represent, as the workflow is a record of how the 
process was performed as well as guiding the process from previous workflow 
executions. For this reason we say that dynamic workflows are historical records of what 
was at the time decided and performed.  

Workflow descriptions can provide a bound on the workflow, but not a rigid definition of 
processes. Looking at workflow this way enables the efficient coupling of humans with 
computer-guided processes, reducing or eliminating the perception of protocol or workflow 
rigidity. 

Representing and executing dynamic workflow  

Workflow is usually described by connecting services or tasks in a programmatic format such as 
a workflow language, flowchart or other sequencing mechanism. Thus, prescribing a workflow 
in a dynamic environment could require a protocol or ‘program’ of immense complexity, as one 
tries to ensure that all possible choices and their sequencing are captured in advance.  

The approach used in our research to capture workflow and include dynamic services and 
context, which has been used to describe over 70 service-oriented information systems [3], is 
based on the work by Jackson and Twaddle [4]. Workflow is represented using an entity-
relationship (E-R) model [5] connecting the atomic services that constitute the workflow. This E-
R model is then transformed into a relational database. Thus, the control structure and all 
information about services are captured in a data structure that can be easily modified and then 
either compiled or interpreted into a workflow ‘program’ using some programmatic 
representation such as a flowchart. An expanded description of the model can be found in [16]. 

Entities: Following Jackson/Twaddle [4], the first step in producing an E-R workflow 
representation is to develop a data model in terms of entities that are central to the description of 
the business processes. In other words, we must determine the entities to which the workflow is 
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applied. In a medical laboratory context, the data model could consist of entities such as 
admissions-clerk, patient, physician and test-order. These entities have corresponding entries in 
the lab database. In the diagnostic imaging example one key entity is the patient whose image is 
being captured. 

Lifecycles, Stages and Services: Each entity in an operational information system has an 
associated workflow or ‘lifecycle.’ In the diagnostic imaging example, the lifecycle is the entire 
set of 11 steps that is the normal process for a patient. 

Each lifecycle goes through a number of sequential stages; each stage contains a number of 
services/tasks applied to the entity. A simple example of a lifecycle is the movement of a patient 
through the admission stage, to the testing stage and finally to the diagnosis stage. In the case of 
the diagnostic imaging example, each of the 11 steps in the lifecycle represents a stage. Stages 
can be divided into sub-stages. The lifecycle for the patient ends as he/she is discharged or 
passed on to a new lifecycle for further intervention. Services can be executed sequentially, 
conditionally, or repeatedly. Parallel execution is also possible through the splitting/fork and 
merging/join of services. Although stages must not be skipped, they can contain a skip-this-stage 
task. For example, if a patient does not complete the admission stage, then skip-this-stage would 
be executed in all subsequent stages. Services/tasks are interdependent: the application of one 
service may have to await the completion of services in other stages or lifecycles associated with 
other entities.  

Generally, services are interconnected through control flow (sequence, condition, repetition, fork 
and join). However, it is possible to introduce dynamic services into the model that can be 
chosen based on the current situation. These dynamic services are chosen as the workflow 
progresses and specific situations arise. For example, there may be several devices that could 
provide a needed testing service. The choice of device could occur dynamically, based on 
variables such as machine or operator availability. 

Workflow as an E-R and Database Model: Workflow lifecycles, stages, services and 
interdependencies can be represented by an E-R model, as shown in Figure 1. E-R models can 
be further mapped into a relational database where the concepts in the system (entity, lifecycle, 
stage and service) and the relationships among them each correspond to a table. Each entity has 
one corresponding lifecycle; each lifecycle can have multiple stages and each stage can have 
multiple services. The relationships among the services can further be annotated to include 
sequence (pre-conditions and post-conditions), choice, repetition, fork and join. Pre-conditions 
and post-conditions can be used with dynamic services to specify services that must be 
performed before or after the selected service.  

Thus, workflow is represented as a data-structure, a significant innovation, rather than a 
program. Code related to a service can be stored in the database as an embedded procedure, or 
could reference an external service such as a Web service (as seen in SOA) [25] or a RESTful 
Web service [24]. A data structure makes it possible to present the entire process graphically, 
supporting visualization as needed by a program or flowchart. 

The relationship between lifecycles, stages, and services in a workflow can be modified by 
changing a data structure rather than a program structure. Modifying workflow is therefore 
easier, because the abstractions corresponding to the workflow or control structure are clearly 
identified. End-users can easily be shielded from these details using a visual interface. In 
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although as shown in the example a number of them could be skipped, as the procedure does not 
require all of them because of an emergency or some paperwork being missing. 

 

Figure 2: Tables for Entities, Lifecycles and Entity-Lifecycle Relationship 

Figure 4 show the relationship among stages and tasks. The relationship shows what stages 
contain what tasks. A task in the DI example may relate to preparing the patient for the imaging 
sequence by administering a contrast agent or asking him or her questions about implants or 
dentures. It does not show the relationship among tasks.  

 

Figure 3: Tables for Lifecycles, Stages and Lifecycle-Stage Relationship 
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Figure 4: Tables for Stages and Tasks and the Stage-Task Relationship 

The relationship among tasks is left to Figure 5, where the relationship shows which task 
follows which and if the relationship is sequential, conditional (more than one task follows 
another), loop (go back to an earlier task if the condition is not satisfied), fork or join. This 
information is contained in the column task flow. Thus, we have encoded both the sequence of 
tasks and, as a consequence, which tasks are pre- and post-conditions for other tasks. For 
example in the diagnostic imaging case, certain tests must not occur until a time period has 
elapsed or until paper work is available. Notice that in the relationship, each task is also preceded 
by its lifecycle id as interdependent tasks (pre- and post-conditions) may come from different 
lifecycles. We could also include the lifecycle id and stage id in the task table, but this 
information can be recovered from the other structures. 

 

Figure 5: Tables for Tasks and the Relationship among Tasks  
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Figure 8: Sample In-Patient Booking Workflow 

In Figure 9, we show an external task, CreateExamForm, which creates an ‘Exam Requisition’ 
entity in the system that is made available on exam clerk’s terminal for completion and 
forwarding. Each time such an entity is created it receives an entity id and is stored in the entity 
table. The Requisition (entity) has an associated workflow for booking the exam/filling out the 
form, so performing the CreateExamForm task also starts the IPB lifecycle. The Exam 
Requisition entity connects to the IPB lifecycle that connects to Stage 1, the Reception, which 
further connects to the first task, namely PickUpExam. Of course, these connections are made 
through the tables in Figure 2 through Figure 4, which contains entries for the IPB lifecycle, the 
Reception stage and the initial task for that stage and the relationships between the entity, 
lifecycle, stage and service. 
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Radiologist will fill in the duration and type of the exam, and finally the form will be taken to the 
booking staff. If the exam is a CT, the form will be delivered to the CT Radiologist, the 
Radiologist will mark it contrast/non-contrast and finally the form will be taken to the booking 
staff. For all other exams (X-Ray for instance), the form is taken directly to the Booking Staff. 

In this stage we find three alternatives, the selection of one path excluding the other two. Two of 
the paths result in different sequences of tasks being carried out. When one of these paths 
concludes, the stage is over, the exam requisition form contains all the details required to carry 
out the exam and the IPB Lifecycle proceeds to the Booking Stage 

Stage 3 - Booking 

 

Figure 12: Booking Stage 

Stage 3, ‘Booking,’ shown in Figure 12, begins with one task, scheduling the exam. Once this 
occurs, a more-or-less sequential process takes place where the Doctor is consulted, given an 
opportunity to have the exam rescheduled, and the exam is rescheduled if requested and possible. 
This stage can end if the doctor accepts the initial test date, if a change is not made, or if a 
change is made after the doctor has been alerted. Once the exam is booked, the IPB Lifecycle 
proceeds to the final stage, Distribution. 

Stage 4 - Distribution 

 

Figure 13: Distribution Stage 

Stage 4, Distribution in Figure 13, is trivial. If the exam is today, a label is printed and fixed to a 
file for the exam; if it is not, the exam requisition form is filed.  

The workflow engine looks at each step in the workflow database much as we have in this 
example and determines what can happen at each step in the workflow by examining the content 
of the database tables. 

Making the workflow model practical  

How can the patient be taken through the DI department? At each stage, the stage may be 
skipped, the remainder of the lifecycle may be skipped, or some tasks within a stage may be 
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skipped. For example, the question “Is the patient properly prepared for the exam?” can lead to 
proceeding, or to waiting until the patient is properly prepared, or to aborting the whole 
procedure, re-scheduling and then sending the patient home or returning the patient to the 
medical ward. 

These steps or similar ones must be captured as the patient is processed. The issue is not to add 
to the number of steps being carried out by staff in an already hectic department. A patient’s 
identification must always be compared to the patient order at every stage to ensure that the 
correct patient is being processed. This is usually a visual verification compared against the 
orders. If the information is to be processed in a database, it must either be re-entered or captured 
from the order form or bracelet.  

It is clear that a variety of new and long-available technologies can enable and automate this 
interaction. For example, RFID systems can wirelessly address the need to identify an individual, 
object or location and near collocation is possible. More advanced RFID systems already permit 
the location of any entity within a small volume of space, enabling a system to track activities. 
For example, each patient can have an identification bracelet containing an RFID tag that has a 
unique patient id. Such tags are inexpensive and do not require power. In addition, speech 
recognition can support hands-free interaction for at least well-defined information capture. 
Underlying all of this is the information system that supports the care process – in our example 
this would be a Radiology Information System with PACS capability. Our work is an 
enhancement of this foundational system through the addition of a workflow engine and the 
components that can interact with the above-mentioned devices.  

As the workflow is no longer rigidly prescribed, it can be made to fit the dynamics and demands 
of an incredibly complex department. Medical judgment can be brought into play; no longer is it 
necessary to explain breaking the rules when the rules do not really apply. In addition, the 
workflow for each procedure is captured as it happens, and provides a history of individual 
workflows and all workflows that have occurred in a department over a period of time. These 
workflows can be mined to determine the practices that have been followed and if these practices 
are best practices. The workflows also provide a repository of what has occurred and can be used 
as both legal and process quality evidence. 

Obviously, once a workflow has been instantiated, its description is possible through the use of a 
flowchart or process map. Even complex workflows can be represented this way. However, the 
challenge we face in healthcare situations is not just the intricacy of a process, but also the 
explosion in the number of potential sequences enacted in response to the large number of 
decision factors. Representing all possible actions and sequences becomes at least burdensome if 
not intractable. At the least, the framework we have developed provides the basis for an adaptive 
system. 

Feasibility 

Is the process being described feasible? Can we build a workflow based on the principles just 
described? The book by Jackson and Twaddle describes such a database system which is a 
commercial product designed to capture workflow in a commercial environment. Our research 
group has also looked at adapting the systems described in Jackson and Twaddle to the health 
field. The details of this research can be found in [16]. These results give us confidence that the 
approach we have described is possible in a healthcare setting. 
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Related Work 

A number of approaches to the representation and realization of dynamic workflow have been 
proposed. As examples, workflow languages such as BPEL4WS [11], WSFL [12], and XLANG 
[13] have evolved. However, these solutions are limited in their ability to represent dynamic 
situations and they do not consider context information as transition constraints of services. A 
situation-adaptable workflow system was described in [14] that can support service demands 
generated dynamically in a business process. This system can dynamically handle a user’s 
requests using open-ended adaptation techniques. Our approach, however, also incorporates 
context and relies on context attributes to constrain service executions within a database-oriented 
realization. 

Van Aalst et al. in [17] identify four types of workflow (declarative, human-based decision 
workflows, procedural (static-workflow) and constraint based) and they bind them together into 
an amalgamated workflow. They then use workflow engines that are available for each type and 
call upon the specific engine as needed, thus taking an approach of best tool for the job. In the 
approach described in this paper we argue that one carefully chosen E-R representation works 
best for all types of workflow thus reducing both the complexity of representation and 
interpretation. 

In this paper, we focus on representation of workflow, although we mention that dynamic 
(retroactive) workflow does depend on being able to mine the workflow to determine 
modifications. Thus, being able to mine workflow is a key concept underlying our approach. 
There has been substantial work in this area by several authors [18, 19, 20, 21]. 

The work described in this paper and an earlier publication [15] is focusing on ways of thinking 
about workflow or meta-models for workflow. Other perspectives on meta-models can be found 
in [22, 23]. These are more slanted toward workflow as just an assembly of services. 

Summary and Conclusions 

It has become clear that classic, rigid workflows are too constraining to address the complexity 
and variability of workflows in healthcare environments. We have presented a framework for 
addressing the dynamic nature of healthcare workflows in a ‘computationally tractable’ form, 
implementing a new understanding of dynamic workflow through the use of concepts from 
database theory, inference engines and service oriented architectures.  

This work, together with work in context informed workflow can be found in greater detail in 
[15, 16]. 
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